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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
a 1442 18.1 6.6 30 60.3 7.6
b 56 13.1 7.5 30 43.8 0.3
c 16006 19.4 5.7 30 64.7 84
d 446 21.3 4.9 30 70.8 2.3
e 915 19.5 5.4 30 64.8 4.8

SPAG 18397 1.7 0.9 4 42.4 96.6
a 1142 17.9 6.4 30 59.5 6
b 15274 18.6 6.2 30 62.1 80.2
c 178 16.8 7 30 56.1 0.9
d 1813 18.8 5.7 30 62.6 9.5
e 57 19 9.3 30 63.4 0.3

SPAG 17882 1.6 0.9 4 40.4 93.9
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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An Inspector Calls 


Mrs Birling is the wife of Mr Birling. She likes the power and control she has on the 
lower classes and even her family. Mrs Birling treats Sheila as a child, when in fact 
Sheila is an adult. Both of her children (Eric and Sheila) are treated younger than 
they are actually are. Mrs Birling speaks to Mr Birling like a lady should be expected 
to speak like in the 1920’s. She behaves in a respectful manner toward Mr Birling. 
When the Inspector arrives on the scene Mrs Birling’s attitude changes. You notice 
how she don’t back down from her ideas and thoughts, and she is quite stubborn 
with the Inspector. In the play when the Inspector asks Mrs Birling some questions, 
we are shown a different side of Mrs Birling which is a shock to us readers. In the 
play we are shown Eva Smith asking for help off Mrs Birling’s commity. Mrs Birling 
treats Eva Smith like a piece of dirt. She turns down Eva Smith for any help and tells 
her to leave. During the time the play was set (1920) they had the different type of 
classes. Where Mrs Birling was in the higher class and lived stable and well, Eva 
Smith was a lower class citezen and needed help financially. Eva then found herself 
on the streets and Mrs Birling didn’t even aknowledge it. In the play when the 
Inspector tells Mrs Birling that Eva was pregnant, Mrs Birling still at that present time 
didn’t care, she says ‘go find the father.’ The Inspector then reveals shortly after that 
Eric was the father. Mrs Birling is then shocked and goes quiet as she knows she is 
in the wrong. However, she then shows us that fierce stubborn woman act again and 
tries strugging the fact away. Overall, I think Mrs Birling is a mysterous woman who 
needs to think before she speaks.  
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An Inspector Calls 


Mrs Birling is the wife of Mr Birling. She likes the power and control she has on the 
lower classes and even her family. Mrs Birling treats Sheila as a child, when in fact 
Sheila is an adult. Both of her children (Eric and Sheila) are treated younger than 
they are actually are. Mrs Birling speaks to Mr Birling like a lady should be expected 
to speak like in the 1920’s. She behaves in a respectful manner toward Mr Birling. 
When the Inspector arrives on the scene Mrs Birling’s attitude changes. You notice 
how she don’t back down from her ideas and thoughts, and she is quite stubborn 
with the Inspector. In the play when the Inspector asks Mrs Birling some questions, 
we are shown a different side of Mrs Birling which is a shock to us readers. In the 
play we are shown Eva Smith asking for help off Mrs Birling’s commity. Mrs Birling 
treats Eva Smith like a piece of dirt. She turns down Eva Smith for any help and tells 
her to leave. During the time the play was set (1920) they had the different type of 
classes. Where Mrs Birling was in the higher class and lived stable and well, Eva 
Smith was a lower class citezen and needed help financially. Eva then found herself 
on the streets and Mrs Birling didn’t even aknowledge it. In the play when the 
Inspector tells Mrs Birling that Eva was pregnant, Mrs Birling still at that present time 
didn’t care, she says ‘go find the father.’ The Inspector then reveals shortly after that 
Eric was the father. Mrs Birling is then shocked and goes quiet as she knows she is 
in the wrong. However, she then shows us that fierce stubborn woman act again and 
tries strugging the fact away. Overall, I think Mrs Birling is a mysterous woman who 
needs to think before she speaks.  


Task 


In the essays on the plays in 2a, candidates should show an understanding of the 
play’s social, historical and cultural context. Highlight parts of this response where 
the candidate has included references to context. Can you see where an error was 
made, and can you correct this? Can you think of any more relevant references to 
the play’s social, historical and cultural context that could have been made here? 


Also, for each essay in Unit 2, 4 marks are added for correct spelling, punctation and 
grammar. Underline all the errors in SPaG you can spot in this response. 


Examiner context 


This response shows some awareness and discussion of Mrs Birling and the context 
of the play (although there is some confusion as to when it was set). However, it is 
underdeveloped in terms of specific references to events from across the text, and 
so would have a mark of 14, with a further 2 marks for SPaG. 


Comment [11]:  
All valid points, but could do with specific 
references about where an audience sees 
these aspects of Mrs Birling’s character. 


Comment [12]:  
An audience at the theatre wouldn’t actually 
see this - how in fact are the details of this 
meeting revealed, and what does this show 
about Mrs birling? 


Comment [13]:  
Good awareness, but would be better with 
more specific reference to detail from the 
play.  
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(b)  Heroes 
 


(i)  Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question: 
 


 What are your thoughts and feelings about Larry LaSalle as you read this extract? Give 
reasons for what you say and remember to support your answer with words and phrases 
from the extract.                                       [10] 


 
This question covers assessment objectives A01 (50%) and A02 (50%). 


 
0 marks  
 


Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 
 


 


1 mark  
 


Very brief with hardly any relevant detail. 
 


 


2-4 marks  Brief responses, and simple comments on Larry, with limited 
coverage of and focus on the extract. 
 


 


5-7 marks More focus and selection, with some discussion and awareness of 
how Larry now appears to Francis (and therefore the reader). 
  


 


8-10 marks Clear and detailed discussion of the extract, with a range of 
selected detail from the text to support judgements of Larry 
LaSalle. 


 


 
 


*(ii)  ‘Heroes is about power and lack of power.’ Write about two or three times in the novel when 
characters show their power, or their lack or power. Give reasons for what you say.     [20+4] 


 
This question covers assessment objectives A01 (33%) and A02 (67%). 


 


As with all such relatively open questions, opinion is free, so be flexible in judging what is offered, 


using the guidelines to fine tune. 
 


0 marks  
 


Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 
 


 


1-4 marks  Very brief with hardly any relevant detail. 
 


 


5-9 marks  Simple comments based on probably patchy narrative. 
 


 


10-14 marks Answers will be more focused, with some discussion of relevant 
times from the novel with empathy at 13/14. Detail will still be 
relatively limited at this level.  
 


 


15-20 marks Answers will reveal a sound knowledge of the text in an aptly 
supported discussion of how characters speak and behave, in 
terms of power or lack of power, which will be thoughtful and 
thorough at the top of this band. 


 


 
 Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 
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*(iii)  What do you think about Francis?                                      
      


 Think about: 


 Francis before the war; 


 Francis during the war; 


 Francis after his return to Frenchtown; 


 Francis at the end of the novel.                                                                       [20+4] 


   
This question covers assessment objectives A01 (33%) and A02 (67%). 


 
0 marks  
 


Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 
 


 


1-4 marks  Very brief with hardly any relevant detail. 
 


 


5-9 marks  Simple brief answers, based on a general re-telling of some parts 
of the story involving Francis. 
 


 


10-14 marks Some discussion of Francis, with increasingly clear focus and, 
probably, empathy, at 13/14, although still thin on selected detail. 
Coverage of the bullet points will probably be patchy here. 
 


 


15-20 marks Judgements of Francis will be supported by relevant, aptly 
selected detail, with increased assurance, and thoughtfulness and 
thoroughness for 18+. 


 


 


  Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 
 
 
 
 
* Each question includes an additional 4 marks for the assessment of spelling, punctuation 
and accurate use of grammar. Please refer to the grid below. The maximum mark available 
for each question is 24. 
 
 


Assessment of spelling, punctuation and the accurate use of grammar 
 


Level Performance descriptions 


0 marks Candidates do not reach the threshold performance outlined in the 
performance description below. 


Threshold 
performance 


 
1 mark 


Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of grammar with 
reasonable accuracy in the context of the demands of the question. 
Any errors do not hinder meaning in the response. Where required, 
they use a limited range of specialist terms appropriately. 


Intermediate 
Performance 


 
2 – 3 marks 


Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of grammar with 
considerable accuracy and general control of meaning in the context of 
the demands of the question. Where required, they use a good range of 
specialist terms with facility.  


High performance 
 


4 marks 


Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of grammar with 
consistent accuracy and effective control of meaning in the context of 
the demands of the question. Where required, they use a wide range of 
specialist terms adeptly and with precision. 
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About A Boy 
 
In this extract I feel Marcus speaks and behaves in a few different ways. Marcus was 
a 12 year old boy however he acted and dressed much older than he was. He was 
bullied at school for this. 
You can see in this extract that Marcus is “naive” as he becomes scared and 
believes that Ali would actually kill him. Marcus wants to stay because he wants to 
help Will have time with Rachel. “Marcus considered his options carefully.” This 
shows Marcus was trying to be grown up about it by not only thinking about himself 
but thinking about Will too. 
Marcus begins to behave in a mature way as he leaves the house because he felt 
threatened by Ali. Marcus’s “sense of direction wasn’t brilliant.” This shows how he 
may need to rely on people quite a bit as he maybe has not been brought up to do 
things by himself. 
In this extract you can also see Marcus is quite sensitive and doesn’t want to upset 
anyone. “Have I messed up?” He wants to help Will but his sense of immaturity may 
have kicked in when he actually believes Ali would kill him.  
Marcus may be seen as baby like as he argues with Will about looking “stupid” for 
leaving and when Will explains how Rachel said Ali can be difficult sometimes, 
Marcus responds with “Ha.” Marcus then makes up now “he was going to tie me up 
and lock me in the cupboard and only feed me once a day.” Of course this wasn’t 
true which shows Marcus’s immaturity levels. However he is only 12 so that’s maybe 
how he’s expected to behave. 
Through the novel I feel Marcus is very mature for his age however he does also 
have a very immature and quite naive side to him. I feel maybe he finds things hard 
as he doesn’t have a father figure and his mother suffers with depression.  
 
 
 
 
 
Task 
 
This candidate has, quite sensibly, tracked through the extract, and made sensible 
points about Marcus. It would have been even better, however, if they’s been able to 
sum up their overall ideas, and shown some overview. As it is, it comes across as 
slightly disjointed: first they say he’s naive, then trying to be grown up, then behaving 
in a mature way, then sensitive, then babylike. Can you think of a way of expressing 
all this in one or two sentences? Perhaps this could be used as the introduction or 
conclusion, which would make the response more thoughtful and focused. 
 
 
 
 
Examiner comment 
 
This is a focused and engaged response, with some support for the points made. It 
would therefore get a mark of 9. 
 
 


Comment [7]:  
This is quite a general introduction. Aim to 
be specific in what you say right from the 
start. Saying what is going on in the extract 
and “setting out your stall” (summing up 
what you’re going to say, by focusing on 
the question, is a good way to “hit the 
ground running.”) 


Comment [8]:  
Clearly made point, with support and 
discussion. Can you see where else the 
candidate has done this? 


Comment [9]:  
Engaged response. It’s fine to say what you 
think, so long as you support it with 
evidence. 


Comment [10]:  
Bit of drift from the extract. 
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An Inspector Calls 


Mr Birling speaks and behaves in a confident way in the extract. We are shown this 
at the start when Birling speaks in “strict confidence.” This shows us that he’s not shy 
by how he is speaking and is quite abrupt. Next, Birling addresses that he was “Lord 
Mayor”, this shows us that he is trying to say how high authority he has and he 
should be respected. Mr Birling keeps the same tone through the extract when the 
stage directions tells us Mr Birling “taking it in the same manner.” This shows the 
audience that he is taking thoughts in the same way as he was at the start.  


Task 


Match up the points made here to the relevant parts of the printed extract, and you’ll 
see that only small parts of the extract were used in this response. Highlight key 
points from different parts of the extract printed on the exam paper, including its 
beginning, middle and end, and say what each part you have chosen shows you 
about Mr Birling.  


Examiner comment 


Although there are some valid points made here, the brevity of the response, and its 
lack of coverage of the extract, limits the marks that can be given. It would get a 
mark of 6. 


Comment [1]:  
Clear focus. It’s often a good idea to start a 
response to an extract to sum up what’s 
happening in the extract. Try expressing 
this in a sentence.  


Comment [2]:  
Not quite - what does “in strict confidence” 
usually mean? 


Comment [3]:  
Good to pick up on stage directions, but 
there were more that could have been 
discussed. 
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(c)  An Inspector Calls 
 


(i) Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question: 
 


What thoughts and feelings do you have about the way Mr. Birling speaks and behaves 
here? Give reasons for what you say, and remember to support your answer with words and 
phrases from the extract.                 [10] 


 
This question covers assessment objectives A01 (50%) and A02 (50%). 


 


0 marks Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 
 


 


1 mark Very brief with hardly any relevant detail. 
 


 


2-4 marks Simple general comments on what is happening in the extract - 
Mr. Birling’s talk to Eric and Gerald. 
 


 


5-7 marks More focus with some discussion of Mr. Birling's speech and 
behaviour for 7.  
 


 


8-10 marks Answers will be based on aptly selected detail, and, for 10, will 
be thoughtful and thorough - picking up on, and discussing 
stage directions and the detail of the character’s speech and 
behaviour in the extract. The best may well spot the irony of 
the doorbell interrupting Mr. Birling’s speech. 


 


   


*(ii)  What do you think about Mrs. Birling? In your answer you should refer to events in  the 
play and its social, cultural and historical context.       


 
  Write about: 


 the way she speaks and behaves with Eric and Sheila; 


  the way she speaks and behaves with Mr. Birling; 


 the way she speaks and behaves with Inspector Goole; 


 the way she treated Eva Smith; 


 the way she speaks and behaves at the end of the play, after she has found out 


 about Eric and Eva.                              [20+4] 
 


This question covers assessment objectives A01 (33%) and A04 (67%). 


 
0 marks  Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 


 
1-4 marks  Very brief with hardly any relevant detail. 


 
5-9 marks  Answers will be underdeveloped and based on simple patchy 


narrative. 
 


10-14 marks Answers will be dependent on fairly simple narrative but there will be 
emerging discussion of Mrs. Birling from 12 upwards, with some 
awareness, and, perhaps, empathy, at 13/14. Any reference to context 
will probably be implicit.  
 


15-20 marks Answers will be considered, rooted in a solid knowledge of the text, 
and, for 18+, thoughtful and thorough, with an awareness (perhaps 
implicitly expressed) of the play’s context. 


 


 


 Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 
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*(iii)  Write about the way the characters in An Inspector Calls treat Eva Smith. What       
does this show about attitudes to women at the time the play was set?                   [20+4] 


 
This question covers assessment objectives A01 (33%) and A04 (67%). 


 
 


0 marks  
 


Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 
 


 


1-4 marks  
 


Very brief with hardly any relevant detail.  


5-9 marks  Answers will be underdeveloped and based on simple, patchy 
narrative. 
 


 


10-14 marks Answers will be dependent on fairly simple narrative but there will 
be emerging discussion of the bullet points from 12 upwards, with 
some awareness of attitudes, and, perhaps, empathy, at 13/14.  
  


 


15-20 marks Answers will be considered, rooted in a sound knowledge of 
the text, and the issue of attitudes to women addressed with 
some success, through the bullet points, and an awareness of the 
patriarchal society and class system of the early 20th century. 


 


 
 Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 


 
 
 
 
* Each question includes an additional 4 marks for the assessment of spelling, punctuation 
and accurate use of grammar. Please refer to the grid below. The maximum mark available 
for each question is 24. 
 
 


Assessment of spelling, punctuation and the accurate use of grammar 
 


Level Performance descriptions 


0 marks Candidates do not reach the threshold performance outlined in the 
performance description below. 


Threshold 
performance 


 
1 mark 


Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of grammar with 
reasonable accuracy in the context of the demands of the question. 
Any errors do not hinder meaning in the response. Where required, 
they use a limited range of specialist terms appropriately. 


Intermediate 
Performance 


 
2 – 3 marks 


Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of grammar with 
considerable accuracy and general control of meaning in the context of 
the demands of the question. Where required, they use a good range of 
specialist terms with facility.  


High performance 
 


4 marks 


Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of grammar with 
consistent accuracy and effective control of meaning in the context of 
the demands of the question. Where required, they use a wide range of 
specialist terms adeptly and with precision. 
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(b) Heroes


 Answer part (i) and either part (ii) or part (iii).


 You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on part (i), and about 40 minutes on part (ii) or 
part (iii).


 (i) Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:


  What are your thoughts and feelings about Larry LaSalle as you read this extract? Give 
reasons for what you say, and remember to support your answer with words and phrases 
from the extract. [10]


 Either,


 (ii) ‘Heroes is about power and lack of power.’ Write about two or three times in the novel 
when characters show their power, or their lack of power. Give reasons for what you 
say. [20 + 4]


  Marks for spelling, punctuation and the accurate use of grammar are allocated to this 
question.


 Or,


 (iii) What do you think about Francis?


  Think about:


 •	 Francis before the war;
 •	 Francis during the war;
 •	 Francis after his return to Frenchtown;
 •	 Francis at the end of the novel. [20 + 4]


  Marks for spelling, punctuation and the accurate use of grammar are allocated to this 
question.
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Lt. Lawrence LaSalle, US Marine Corps, holder of the Silver Star for acts of heroism in the steaming 
jungles of Guadalcanal in the South Pacific, hero of newsreels and radio broadcasts, was coming 
home on furlough. He was scheduled to arrive on the 3.10 p.m. train from Boston on 3 July 1943.


On that hot and humid afternoon, a crowd gathered at the Monument Depot to greet his arrival, 
including kids from the Wreck Centre, Joey LeBlanc, Louis Arabelle, Marie LaCroix and me among 
them, and parents who knew that Larry LaSalle had been a bright Pied Piper for their children in the 
bleakness of the Depression.


I looked towards Monument Park, impatient for Nicole to join us. As a volunteer now with the 
Monument Red Cross, she was preparing food kits for servicemen that day and said she would join 
us in time for Larry LaSalle’s arrival.


I placed a foot on the rail, hoping to feel the slight trembling that would announce the train’s 
approach. The heat of the rail burned through the sole of my shoe. Turning, I saw Nicole coming into 
view through the haze of heat. She wore a dark blue skirt and a white blouse. She waved to me as 
she hurried towards the depot. At the same time, the chug of engine, blast of horn and hiss of steam 
announced the arrival of the train from Boston.


A moment later, Larry LaSalle stood on the platform, resplendent in the green uniform with the 
lieutenant’s bars on his shoulders and the ribbons and medals on his chest. He smiled, the old 
movie-star smile, skin tanned and glowing, small wrinkles around his eyes as he squinted down at 
us.


We cheered as he stepped down from the platform and walked towards our group, that touch of 
Fred Astaire still in his walk but something different about him. His slenderness was knife-like now, 
lethal, his features sharper, nose and cheek-bones. I remembered how hard it had been to think of 
him as a fighting marine when he announced his enlistment, but seeing his lean hard body now I 
could picture him storming a hillside on Guadalcanal, rifle in hand, bayonet fixed, grenades dangling 
from his belt, pumping bullets into the enemy.


Then he was among us and we surrounded him, crowding him, embracing him, getting as close 
to him as possible.


‘My hero from the war,’ Joey LeBlanc called out, clowning, of course, but saying what we all 
thought. Larry was our war hero, yes, but he had been a hero to us long before he went to war.
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Heroes 
 
We see from the start that Larry is a good soldier because he has a silver star. We 
then see that he is very respected by the people of Frenchtown because of what he 
has done there. When he gets off the train and they see him again for the first time 
when they are saying “his slenderness was knife-like now, lethal” it is easy to picture 
him as a villainous character. But the kids still look up to him and admire him. 
 
 
 
Task 
 
There is a clear awareness of Larry LaSalle’s character here, and of how he is 
regarded by the people of Frenchtown, but there are only two specific references to 
the extract (the Silver Star and the quotation starting “his slenderness...”) Choose 
more words and phrases from across the whole extract and explain how each one 
may make you think and feel about Larry. 
 
 
 
 
Examiner comment 
 
This has the makings of a sound answer, but is too brief. As it shows an emerging 
discussion and awareness of the character as possibly revealed in the extract, it 
would get a mark of 6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Comment [4]:  
Valid focus - could add what is happening 
in the extract, and more about the 
significance of the silver star. 


Comment [5]:  
Good detail to pick up on. Why does this 
suggest a villainous character? 


Comment [6]:  
Any evidence to support this point? Always 
aim to quote (briefly) to back up what you 
say.  
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About A Boy 
 
In the novel “About a boy,” I feel that Marcus’ main influence all comes from Will. 
Marcus is a 12 year old boy who doesn’t have any friends, and who is bullied in 
school. Marcus acts very mature for his age and his fashion is very old which I feel 
he gets from his mother. However Will is a middle-aged man who is very teenage 
like and “selfish.” He just watches telly all day and doesn’t care about anybody else. 
He’s “living in a bubble.” 
Marcus meets Will through Suzie, Marcus’ mums friend. Marcus doesn’t like Will at 
the start but comes to like him when Will lies for Marcus about killing a duck. This 
influenced Marcus in a bad way but I feel Marcus thought it was cool. 
Marcus, Will, Suzie and Suzies baby take Marcus home. They find his mum “half on 
half off the sofa.” His mother had attempted suicide, she was extremely depressed 
which are two main themes in the novel. This part of the novel is where you see the 
relationship of Marcus and Will starts to grow. 
Marcus starts to go round Will’s house a lot after school as he’s too scared to go 
home incase he may see his mum again in a bad way. Marcus confides in Will about 
how he feels about his mother and the bullies in school. There friendship starts to 
grow as Marcus feels he can’t speak to his mum about this stuff. 
Will begins to influence and help Marcus when he finds out about the bullies. Marcus 
knows nothing about music so Will teaches him all the cool music like “Nirvana.” Will 
also decided to buy Marcus new trainers because the ones he had before were a 
mess. Will had never had responsibilities before but I feel that he liked sticking up 
and looking after Marcus. 
 
Both Marcus and Will influence eachother as they both teach eachother to grow up 
which is also another big theme in the novel. Marcus teaches Will about having a 
responsibility and also influences him to stop lieing about having a kid. Will teaches 
Marcus to start acting his age and stop acting like a “middle-aged man.” it was as if 
there brains were trapped inside eachothers bodies. 
In the novel I feel Marcus starts to look at Will as maybe a father figure and I think 
Will likes it. Will changes and gains responsibility quickly as he used to refer to 
himself as “cool.” I feel that Will was never satisfied with his life. 
I feel Will had a massive influence on his life. However through the novel Marcus met 
Ellie and began to quite fancy her but Will said it was “more of a pet and owner 
relationship.” Ellie shows Marcus cool music and tells him about Kurt Cobain. 
Marcus stops getting bullied at school as everyone liked Ellie and now that Ellie was 
friends with Marcus everyone started being nice to him. Ellie was a very badly 
mouthed girl and was described as a “sulky scruffy girl.” Marcus became more 
update on how to fit in. 
Ellie also influenced Marcus to question his mums beliefs as Fiona was a vegetarian. 
Marcus decided he didn’t want to be one and questioned his mum. He started to 
become more confident and not always do as he was told. 
I feel that the character who influenced Marcus the most was Will. He showed him 
exactly how to be a typical young boy. He taught him all the cool music, showed him 
how to dress properly and be more fashionable. Ellie also influenced him but I feel 
Marcus and Will had a great relationship and it was almost like a father figure for 
Marcus as Marcus never really seen his dad. Marcus by the end of the novel knew 
exactly what way to act and how to be a kid. 
 


Comment [16]:  
Clear focus on the question, with reference 
to key characters, and some support 


Comment [17]:  
Apt discussion of characters and 
relationships, with some specific references 
to detail to support.  


Comment [18]:  
Valid consideration of other influences on 
Marcus.  


Comment [19]:  
Focused conclusion, which maybe could 
have been supported by closer reference to 
details. 







 


Task 
 
This is a very engaged response, as you can see that the candidate has got quite 
involved with the storyline of the novel and its characters. Although there are 
references to some key incidents, there are some turning points in the novel that 
have been omitted. Try creating separate timelines for Marcus and Will, showing 
important points in the novel that contribute to the development of each character. 
Make sure you include detail from the beginning, the middle and the end of the 
novel! 
 
 
 
 
 
Examiner comment 
 
This is an engaged personal response, which keeps focused on the question, and 
supports judgements with some details from the text. These qualities would earn it a 
mark of 16, with a SPaG mark of 3.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 












An Inspector Calls 


Mr Birling speaks and behaves in a confident way in the extract. We are shown this 
at the start when Birling speaks in “strict confidence.” This shows us that he’s not shy 
by how he is speaking and is quite abrupt. Next, Birling addresses that he was “Lord 
Mayor”, this shows us that he is trying to say how high authority he has and he 
should be respected. Mr Birling keeps the same tone through the extract when the 
stage directions tells us Mr Birling “taking it in the same manner.” This shows the 
audience that he is taking thoughts in the same way as he was at the start.  
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(d) About A Boy


 Answer part (i) and either part (ii) or part (iii).


 You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on part (i), and about 40 minutes on part (ii) or 
part (iii).


 (i) Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:


  What do you think of the way Marcus speaks and behaves here? Give reasons for what 
you say, and remember to support your answer with words and phrases from the extract.


 [10]


 Either,


 (ii) Write about the relationship between Will and Rachel and its importance in the novel.


  Think about:


 •	 the impact their relationship has on Will;
 •	 the impact Will and Rachel’s relationship has on Marcus;
 •	 the impact of Will and Rachel’s relationship on other characters;
 •	 anything else you think important. [20 + 4]


  Marks for spelling, punctuation and the accurate use of grammar are allocated to this 
question.


 Or,


 (iii) Write about the character you think has the greatest influence on Marcus. Give reasons 
for what you say. [20 + 4]


  Marks for spelling, punctuation and the accurate use of grammar are allocated to this 
question.
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‘SHE’S NOT KEEN ON HIM!’ Ali suddenly shouted. ‘SHE’S ONLY KEEN ON ME!’
Marcus was beginning to realise that Ali was nuts, and he wasn’t sure what to do about it. He 


wondered whether this had ever happened before and, if it had, whether the kid who had been in 
his position was still here somewhere – either in pieces under the carpet, or tied up in a cupboard, 
where he was fed once a day on leftover bits of Ali’s supper. This kid probably weighed three stone 
and only talked his own language that nobody else could understand, not that anyone ever listened 
anyway, not even his mum and dad, who he would never see again.


Marcus considered his options carefully. The least attractive, he felt, and also the most unlikely, 
was to stay here and pass the time of day with Ali, chat about this and that, have a laugh and a couple 
of games on the computer; that simply wasn’t going to happen. He could go downstairs and join in 
with Will and Rachel, but Will had as good as told him to stay upstairs, and if he went downstairs 
he’d have to explain that Ali was a psycho who was on the point of cutting off his arms and legs, and 
that would be really embarrassing. No, Marcus’s choice would simply be to dash downstairs without 
anyone noticing, sneak out of the front door and get a bus home; after a very brief moment’s thought, 
that is exactly what he did.


He was standing at a bus stop near the Lock when Will found him. His sense of direction wasn’t 
brilliant and he was actually standing on the wrong side of the road, waiting for a bus that would have 
taken him to the West End, so it was probably just as well that Will drew up alongside him and told 
him to get into the car.


‘What are you playing at?’ Will asked him angrily.
‘Have I messed it up?’ And then, although he shouldn’t have said it, even though, or probably 


because, it was the first thing he thought of: ‘Will you still help me out with Ellie?’
‘What happened upstairs?’
‘He’s off his head. He said he’d kill me if you went out with her. And I believed him, too. Anyone 


would have. He’s really scary. Where are we going?’ It was raining now, and Camden was choked 
with traffic and market shoppers. Everywhere Marcus looked there were men and women with long 
wet straggly hair who looked like they probably played in Nirvana or one of the other bands Ellie liked.


‘Back to Rachel’s.’
‘I don’t want to go back there.’
‘Tough.’
‘She’ll think I’m stupid.’
‘She won’t.’
‘Why not?’
‘Because she thought something like this might happen. She said Ali could be difficult sometimes.’
That made Marcus laugh, ‘Ha!’, the kind of laugh you did when there was nothing much to laugh 


at. ‘Difficult? He was going to tie me up and lock me in a cupboard and only feed me once a day.’
‘Is that what he said?’
‘Not in so many words.’
‘Anyway, he’s crying his eyes out now.’
‘Really?’
‘Really. Blubbing like a three-year-old.’
This cheered Marcus up no end; he was perfectly happy to go back to Rachel’s, he decided.
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About A Boy 
 
In the novel “About a boy,” I feel that Marcus’ main influence all comes from Will. 
Marcus is a 12 year old boy who doesn’t have any friends, and who is bullied in 
school. Marcus acts very mature for his age and his fashion is very old which I feel 
he gets from his mother. However Will is a middle-aged man who is very teenage 
like and “selfish.” He just watches telly all day and doesn’t care about anybody else. 
He’s “living in a bubble.” 
Marcus meets Will through Suzie, Marcus’ mums friend. Marcus doesn’t like Will at 
the start but comes to like him when Will lies for Marcus about killing a duck. This 
influenced Marcus in a bad way but I feel Marcus thought it was cool. 
Marcus, Will, Suzie and Suzies baby take Marcus home. They find his mum “half on 
half off the sofa.” His mother had attempted suicide, she was extremely depressed 
which are two main themes in the novel. This part of the novel is where you see the 
relationship of Marcus and Will starts to grow. 
Marcus starts to go round Will’s house a lot after school as he’s too scared to go 
home incase he may see his mum again in a bad way. Marcus confides in Will about 
how he feels about his mother and the bullies in school. There friendship starts to 
grow as Marcus feels he can’t speak to his mum about this stuff. 
Will begins to influence and help Marcus when he finds out about the bullies. Marcus 
knows nothing about music so Will teaches him all the cool music like “Nirvana.” Will 
also decided to buy Marcus new trainers because the ones he had before were a 
mess. Will had never had responsibilities before but I feel that he liked sticking up 
and looking after Marcus. 
 
Both Marcus and Will influence eachother as they both teach eachother to grow up 
which is also another big theme in the novel. Marcus teaches Will about having a 
responsibility and also influences him to stop lieing about having a kid. Will teaches 
Marcus to start acting his age and stop acting like a “middle-aged man.” it was as if 
there brains were trapped inside eachothers bodies. 
In the novel I feel Marcus starts to look at Will as maybe a father figure and I think 
Will likes it. Will changes and gains responsibility quickly as he used to refer to 
himself as “cool.” I feel that Will was never satisfied with his life. 
I feel Will had a massive influence on his life. However through the novel Marcus met 
Ellie and began to quite fancy her but Will said it was “more of a pet and owner 
relationship.” Ellie shows Marcus cool music and tells him about Kurt Cobain. 
Marcus stops getting bullied at school as everyone liked Ellie and now that Ellie was 
friends with Marcus everyone started being nice to him. Ellie was a very badly 
mouthed girl and was described as a “sulky scruffy girl.” Marcus became more 
update on how to fit in. 
Ellie also influenced Marcus to question his mums beliefs as Fiona was a vegetarian. 
Marcus decided he didn’t want to be one and questioned his mum. He started to 
become more confident and not always do as he was told. 
I feel that the character who influenced Marcus the most was Will. He showed him 
exactly how to be a typical young boy. He taught him all the cool music, showed him 
how to dress properly and be more fashionable. Ellie also influenced him but I feel 
Marcus and Will had a great relationship and it was almost like a father figure for 
Marcus as Marcus never really seen his dad. Marcus by the end of the novel knew 
exactly what way to act and how to be a kid. 
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(d)  About A Boy  
 


(i) Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question: 
  


What do you think of the way Marcus speaks and behaves here? Give reasons for what you 
say, and remember to support your answer with words and phrases from the extract.       [10] 


 
This question covers assessment objectives A01 (50%) and A02 (50%). 


 
0 marks  
 


Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 
 


 


1 mark  Very brief with hardly any relevant detail. 
 


 


2-4 marks  Brief responses, and very simple comments on Marcus here. 
 


 


5-7 marks More focus and selection, with some discussion/empathy for 7. 
 


 


8-10 marks Clear and detailed discussion of Marcus as he appears in the 
extract. Answers at the top of this mark range will look closely at 
selected detail from across the extract to support their thoughts 
and feelings. The very best may see something of the humour in 
Hornby’s writing. 


 


 
 


*(ii) Write about the relationship between Will and Rachel and its importance in the novel. 


    


Think about:       


 the impact their relationship has on Will; 


 the impact Will and Rachel’s relationship has on Marcus; 


 the impact of Will and Rachel’s relationship on other characters; 


 anything else you think important.                          [20+4] 


 
This question covers assessment objectives A01 (33%) and A02 (67%). 


 
0 marks  Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 


 
 


1-4 marks  Very brief with hardly any relevant detail. 
 


 


5-9 marks  Patchy, simple narrative. 
 


 


10-14 marks More focus, with some discussion of some of the bullet points, 
probably with some empathy for 13/14. There will be an 
awareness of the importance of the relationship between Will 
and Rachel, but answers will be underdeveloped in terms of 
specific detail.   
 


 


15-20 marks Focused discussion of Will and Rachel’s relationship with 
judgements supported by apt reference to the text. At the top of 
the band, responses will be thoughtful and thorough, and the 
issue of importance will be clearly addressed. 


 


 
 Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 
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*(iii)   Write about the character you think has the greatest influence on Marcus. Give reasons for 
what you say.                       [20+4] 


 


This question covers assessment objectives A01 (33%) and A02 (67%). 
 
Candidates may write about their chosen character from the start, or may write about a range 
before coming to a conclusion. Each approach is equally valid: judge according to the guidelines. 


 
 


0 marks  Nothing written, or nothing worthy of credit. 
 


 


1-4 marks  Very brief with hardly any relevant detail. 
 


 


5-9 marks  Answers will be typified by simple, patchy narrative, with no 
real focus on the idea of characters influencing Marcus. 
 


 


10-14 marks Answers will still be based on relatively simple narrative, but 
with some emerging awareness of character(s) and their 
influence on Marcus, with empathy and more focused 
discussion for 13/14, although at this level detailed reference 
will be limited. 
 


 


15-20 marks Answers will be detailed, revealing a sound knowledge of the 
text, and an increasingly confident focus on the idea of 
character(s) who influence on Marcus, and why. Thoughtful 
and thorough for 18+. 


 


 
 Please look for, and reward, valid alternatives. 


 
 
 
 
* Each question includes an additional 4 marks for the assessment of spelling, punctuation 
and accurate use of grammar. Please refer to the grid below. The maximum mark available 
for each question is 24. 
 
 


Assessment of spelling, punctuation and the accurate use of grammar 
 


Level Performance descriptions 


0 marks Candidates do not reach the threshold performance outlined in the 
performance description below. 


Threshold 
performance 


 
1 mark 


Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of grammar with 
reasonable accuracy in the context of the demands of the question. 
Any errors do not hinder meaning in the response. Where required, 
they use a limited range of specialist terms appropriately. 


Intermediate 
Performance 


 
2 – 3 marks 


Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of grammar with 
considerable accuracy and general control of meaning in the context of 
the demands of the question. Where required, they use a good range of 
specialist terms with facility.  


High performance 
 


4 marks 


Candidates spell, punctuate and use the rules of grammar with 
consistent accuracy and effective control of meaning in the context of 
the demands of the question. Where required, they use a wide range of 
specialist terms adeptly and with precision. 
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Heroes 
 
In the novel Larry shows his power alot but when he wants to dance with Nicole 
before raping her he shows power when he asks Francis to leave and Francis does 
what he says because he respects Larry and this also shows the lack of power 
Francis had at this point. 
Then when Francis goes out looking for Larry, Larry shows power over him again 
when Francis is about to kill him. Larry talks Francis out of it but in the end Larry kills 
himself. This again shows the lack of power Francis had because the only reason he 
was back in Frenchtown was to complete his mission of killing Larry.  
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(c) An Inspector Calls


 Answer part (i) and either part (ii) or part (iii).


 You are advised to spend about 20 minutes on part (i), and about 40 minutes on part (ii) or 
part (iii).


 (i) Read the extract on the opposite page. Then answer the following question:


  What thoughts and feelings do you have about the way Mr. Birling speaks and behaves 
here? Give reasons for what you say, and remember to support your answer with words 
and phrases from the extract. [10]


 Either,


 (ii) What do you think about Mrs. Birling? In your answer you should refer to events in the play 
and its social, cultural and historical context.


  Write about:


 •	 the way she speaks and behaves with Eric and Sheila;
 •	 the way she speaks and behaves with Mr. Birling;
 •	 the way she speaks and behaves with Inspector Goole;
 •	 the way she treated Eva Smith;
 •	 the way she speaks and behaves after she has found out about Eric and Eva.
 [20 + 4]


  Marks for spelling, punctuation and the accurate use of grammar are allocated to this 
question.


 Or,
 
 (iii) Write about the way the characters in An Inspector Calls treat Eva Smith. What does this 


show about attitudes to women at the time the play was set? [20 + 4]


  Marks for spelling, punctuation and the accurate use of grammar are allocated to this 
question.
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 BIRLING lights his cigar and GERALD, who has lit a cigarette, helps himself to port, then 
pushes the decanter to BIRLING.


BIRLING: Thanks. (Confidentially.) By the way, there’s something I’d like to mention – in strict 
confidence – while we’re by ourselves. I have an idea that your mother – Lady Croft – while 
she doesn’t object to my girl – feels you might have done better for yourself socially—


 GERALD, rather embarrassed, begins to murmur some dissent, but BIRLING checks him.
 No, Gerald, that’s all right. Don’t blame her. She comes from an old country family – 


landed people and so forth – and so it’s only natural. But what I wanted to say is – there’s 
a fair chance that I might find my way into the next Honours List. Just a knighthood, of 
course.


GERALD: Oh – I say – congratulations!
BIRLING: Thanks. But it’s a bit too early for that. So don’t say anything. But I’ve had a hint or two. 


You see, I was Lord Mayor here two years ago when Royalty visited us. And I’ve always 
been regarded as a sound useful party man. So – well – I gather there’s a very good 
chance of a knighthood – so long as we behave ourselves, don’t get into the police court 
or start a scandal – eh? (Laughs complacently.)


GERALD: (laughs) You seem to be a nice well-behaved family—
BIRLING: We think we are—
GERALD: So if that’s the only obstacle, sir, I think you might as well accept my congratulations now.
BIRLING: No, no, I couldn’t do that. And don’t say anything yet.
GERALD: Not even to my mother? I know she’d be delighted.
BIRLING: Well, when she comes back, you might drop a hint to her. And you can promise her that 


we’ll try to keep out of trouble during the next few months.
 They both laugh.
 ERIC enters.
ERIC: What’s the joke? Started telling stories?
BIRLING: No. Want another glass of port?
ERIC: (sitting down) Yes, please. (Takes decanter and helps himself.) Mother says we mustn’t 


stay too long. But I don’t think it matters. I left ’em talking about clothes again. You’d think 
a girl had never had any clothes before she gets married. Women are potty about ’em.


BIRLING: Yes, but you’ve got to remember, my boy, that clothes mean something quite different to a 
woman. Not just something to wear – and not only something to make ’em look prettier – 
but – well, a sort of sign or token of their self-respect.


GERALD: That’s true.
ERIC: (eagerly) Yes, I remember – (but he checks himself.)
BIRLING: Well, what do you remember?
ERIC: (confused) Nothing.
BIRLING: Nothing?
GERALD: (amused) Sounds a bit fishy to me.
BIRLING: (taking it in same manner) Yes, you don’t know what some of these boys get up to 


nowadays. More money to spend and time to spare than I had when I was Eric’s age. They 
worked us hard in those days and kept us short of cash. Though even then – we broke out 
and had a bit of fun sometimes.


GERALD: I’ll bet you did.
BIRLING: (solemnly) But this is the point. I don’t want to lecture you two young fellows again. But 


what so many of you don’t seem to understand now, when things are so much easier, is 
that a man has to make his own way – has to look after himself – and his family too, of 
course, when he has one – and so long as he does that he won’t come to much harm. But 
the way some of these cranks talk and write now, you’d think everybody has to look after 
everybody else, as if we were all mixed up together like bees in a hive – community and all 
that nonsense. But take my word for it, you youngsters – and I’ve learnt in the good hard 
school of experience – that a man has to mind his own business and look after himself and 
his own – and—


 We hear the sharp ring of a front door bell, BIRLING stops to listen.
ERIC: Somebody at the front door.
BIRLING: Edna’ll answer it. Well, have another glass of port, Gerald – and then we’ll join the ladies.
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Heroes 
 
In the novel Larry shows his power alot but when he wants to dance with Nicole 
before raping her he shows power when he asks Francis to leave and Francis does 
what he says because he respects Larry and this also shows the lack of power 
Francis had at this point. 
Then when Francis goes out looking for Larry, Larry shows power over him again 
when Francis is about to kill him. Larry talks Francis out of it but in the end Larry kills 
himself. This again shows the lack of power Francis had because the only reason he 
was back in Frenchtown was to complete his mission of killing Larry.  
 
 
 
Task 
 
This response shows some awareness of where characters have power, or a lack of 
power, but lacks detail. Choose one of the episodes dealt with here, and make notes 
on what happens, such as what leads up to it, what happens, and how the 
characters speak and behave.  
 
 
 
 
 
Examiner comment 
 
 
Although this response focuses on the question, by referring to two key parts of the 
novel, it is very underdeveloped , and so would not achieve a mark higher than 11, 
with 2 added marks for SPaG. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Comment [14]:  
Clear focus on the question, but starts a bit 
abruptly, and covers lots of important 
points in just one sentence. Can you expand 
this, so that it shows more detailed 
knowledge of the text? 


Comment [15]:  
This also makes a relevant point, but can 
you develop it so that you can show off to 
the examiner how well you understand the 
detail of what happens in the story? 











